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Tagged-particle motion in glassy systems under shear:
Comparison of mode coupling theory and Brownian Dynamics
simulations
M. Kriiger a , F. Weysser, and M . Fuchs b
Fachbereich Physik, Universitat Konstanz, 78457 Konstanz, Germany

Abstract. We study the dynamics of a tagged particle in a glassy system under shear. The recently developed integration through transients approach, based on mode coupling theory, is continued to arrive at the
equations for the t agged-particle correlators and the mean squared displacements. The equations are solved
numerically for a two-dimensional system , including a nonlinear stability a nalysis of the glass solution , the
so called ,6-analysis. We perform Brownian Dynamics simulations in 2D and compare with theory. After
switch on, transient glassy correlation functions show strong fingerprints of the stress overshoot scenario,
including, addit iona lly to previously studied superexponential decay, a shoulder-like slowing down after
the overshoot. We a lso find a new type of Taylor dispersion in glassy states which has intriguing similarity to t he known low-density case. The theory qualitatively captures most features of the simulations
with quantitative deviations concerning the shear-induced time scales . We attribute these deviations to an
underestimation of the overshoot scenario in the theory.

1 Introduction
The motion of a tagged particle, expressed e.g. through its
mean squared displacement (MSD) , is a well known and
very intuitive indicator for the dynamics of a system. For
a single Brownian particle (dilute limit) under shear, the
l'vISD is vr,ry anisotropi c and shows snpcrdiffnsivc mot.ion
1'01' Lhe direcLion of shear [1], an errecL called Taylor di spersion. For the shear pointing in x-direction with shear
rate "( and varying in the y-direction , the MSDs in the dilu te limi t for tli e diItcrcut dircctiow:i read (sec tll e precise
defini tions below)

([zU) - Z(0)]2 ) (1') = ([y(t) - y(O)j2) ('Y ) = 2 Do t,

(la)

( [x(t) - x(OW /'tl = 2Dot + y(0)2 "(2t 2 + ~ Do l t 3 . (lb)
([x(t) - x(O)][y(t) - y(O)]) (i' ) = Do ,,( P .

(lc)

Shearing speeds up the random (non a.ffine) motion along
the direction of the flow because fluctuations along the
gradient (y-) direction let t he particle experience varying
solvent flows. Random displacements along the grad ient
direct ion therefore increase the displacement fluct uations
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in flow direction. At higher densities, the situation is not
as clear and has been studied extensively in the past few
years in experiments, simulations and theory (mostly in
low-density expansions [2]). Systems near the glass transition have only been st udied in experiments and simulations before [3- 8]. At high densities , generally, the MSDs
for the directions perpendicular to the shear direction have
b een found difEusiv e a t long times, with difl:'usivities depending on shear rate in contrast to the single particle
case in eqs. (1): The shear influence can only be transformed to the directions perpendicular to shear by particle interactions. In [5], it has been seen that the MSD
for the x-direction grows indeed cubically in time, for a
system near the glass transition. Nevertheless, the quantit ativc rel n.t ion betwccn thc differcnt dircctiollS lli:JS not
been demonstra ted.
For a system of non-Brownian particles [9], where the
particles attain di.fl:'u sive mo tion for the directions perp endicular to shear only due to interactions, the relations for
the di(tcrcut dircctiow:i arc similar to eq. (1). III cUlLtrast
Lo eq. (1), Lhe shear-dependenL clifTusi viLies are a.ni soLropi c
in general.
For supercooled liquids in general, the dynamics of the
tagged particle (as visualized by the MSD or the incoherent density correlation function) has been shown to exhibit
nontrivial features after switch on of shear, connected to
the shear stress as function of time [6,10j. After switch
on , the stress reaches a maximum (sometimes referred to
as static yield stress), where the glass yields , followed by
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a monotonic decay of the stress down to the stationary
value giving the "flow curve" . This scenario, called "stress
overshoot" , was shown to be visible in the tra nsient tagged
particle fun ct ions, as t he IVISD is superdiFfusive a nd t he
density correlation function is superexponential right after the stress maximum.
In this contribution, we study the tagged-particle motion close to vitrification including shear-melted glasses .
We fo cus on the transient dynamics after switching on the
shear, which we analyze by mode coupling theory and in
Brownian dynamics simulations. Our paper is composed
of the following sections. In sect. 2, we introduce the considered system and present the derivation of the equa tion
of motion for the incoherent density correlation funct ion
in sect . 3. Section 4 discusses its numerical solu tion in detail , including a ,B-analysis and the discussion of master
curves for small shear rates. Section 5 is devoted to derive
analytic expressions for the MSDs, discussing the Taylor
disp ersion near the glass transition. Numerical res ults are
given in sect. 6. Section 7 closes the theoretical part of
the paper by discussing the waiting time dependence of
the MSDs after switch on .
Finally, we show the results of our simulations in
sect. 8, which in subsects. 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 presents the
density correla tion functions, the fo cus on the dynamics
near the critical plateau and the master curves, respectively. In these subsections, the glassy transient correlators
will be shown to have the interesting feat ures of shoulders,
which we attribute to the slowing down of the system after the stress-overshoot. Subsection 8.4 shows the MSDs
for th e diFferellt directioll s, dernol1i:itratillg the validi ty of
the rclat.ions conncr.Ling the different diredions as found
in sect. 5.

2 Microscopic starting point
We consider a sys tem of N spherical Brownian (bath-)
pa rticles of di ameter d, and the spherical tagged particle
of diameter ds dispersed in a solvent. The system has volume V. Th() hn.t"h parLi des h;w(' h(1re (lirrllsion r.onstant.s
Do, the tagged particle D~. The interparticle force acting
on particle i (i = 1, ... , N, s) at position r i is given by
F i = -oU({rj }) lo1\, where U is the total potential energy. We neglect hydrodynamic interact ions to keep t he
description as simple as possible. These are also absent in
our computer simulations to which we will compare the
results.
The external driving, viz. the 1:l hear, acts on the pa rticles via the sol vent flow velocity v( r ) = 1YX , i. e. , the
flow points in the x-direction and varies in the y-direction.
"y is the shear rate . The particle di1:ltribution function
ifi(T == {rd,t) obeys the Smoluchowski equa tion [11 , 12]'
otif/(F, t.) = D if/(F, L),
N ,s

f2

= f2e + (H2 =

L 8 i . [8., -

Fi -

K,'

r i] ,

(2)

i= l

with y,; - "yxy for the case of simple shear. f2 is called
the Smoluchowski operator (SO) and it is built up by the

equilibrium SO , De = 2:i 8 ., · [8., - F.;] of the system without shear and the shear term 8f2 = - 2:i 8 ., . K, . 1\ . Vve
introduced dimensionless units, where lengths, energy a nd
time are measured in units of d, kJ]T and d2 I Do , respect.ivd y. The cfler.t, of sll car rdR,bve to Drowni f1.l1 moLion is
,
.
. 2
measured by the (bare) Peclet number P ea = -yd IDa,
which in these units agrees with the shear rate.
The formal I-I- theorem [13] states that the system
reaches the eq uilibrium distribution We at long times, viz.
J2eifie = 0, without shear. Under shear, t he system reaches
the stationary distribution if/. with Dl/is = O. Ensemble
averages in equilibrium and in the sta tionary state a re
denoted

(3a)

(, .. ) = ./ dFPc(r) .. , ,
( ... ) (1) =, /

,r, ( F ) ... ,
dF!ps

(3b)

respect ively.

3 Equation of motion for the transient
incoherent correlator
The information about the average dynam ics of a tagged
particle is contained completely in the so-called incoherent density correlator. Under shear, one can define different dynamical correla tion functions, as discussed in
refs. [10,6] . We will sta rt in this section with the tran1:l ient
one, for which the external shear is switched on at t = 0.
It is the general strategy in the MCT-ITT approach (an
extension of mode coupling theory (MCT) [14] to sheared
systems, where ITT stands for "integration through transients" [12]) , to sta rt in deriving the transient quantities.
In the coherent case thi1:l is justified by the generalized
Green Kubo relations for the stress [1 5] and the fact that
t he transient correlator can be obtained with the equilibrium struct ure factor a1:l only input. Here it is a nat ural
continua tion to derive the equa tion for the transient incoherent correla tor , since we will be able to use mally insights gained from both the coherent a nd the equilibrium
case. Furthermore, this approach will lead to the stationary mea n squared displacements (see sect. 7) , one of the
main goals of this contribution , and the transient incoherent correlator can serve to derive other observables in ITT,
in the future. The tra nsient incoherent density correlator
if>~ (t) (the intermediate scattering fUllction) is defined as

if>~(t) =

\e - ·i q.r' e.Qtteiq (t) .r, )

= \(J~· e.Qt t{J~(t)),

(4)

with the particle position r s ' In contra1:lt to the coherent case, the normalization of the correla tor is unity since
e- i q . r .• e iq . r s = 1 holds, On the right-hand side the advected wave vector, a specialty of the ITT-approach [15]
appears. It reads

(5)
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It a ppears in eq. (4) because of tra nsla tional invaria nce
of t he infinite system [16]. All wave vectors other then
eq. (5) lead to zero in eq. (4) [12 , 15]. Due to this advection , the density correia tor is, strictly speaking, no a utocorrela tion function for qx =1= o. It can be rewri tten using

e-6nl teiq ·r ., =

eiq ( t) ·r ,

quiescent system [1 4]. With this, eq. (S) can b e rewri t ten
such that the well-behaved operator appears

Elt U(t)

,
(6)

We see tha t <p~(t) is an autocorrela tion function with respect to the time evolution of

U(t) = en tt e-6nt t = e n;' t+clfl t t e-

6n

t t.

= enl t (PS(t ) + QS(t) )n! e- 6nl t
= U(t) (p Snl (L) + n; (t)) ,

(14)

with
(15)
AL l = 0, f2j,(t) is perpendicular to density flu ctuations,
whk h is no t-. t.he case 1'0 1' "y =1= O. The part which is not
p er pend icul ar can be split, of!' by vvri ti ng

(7)

It is worth noting tha t, if f2! and on t commuted, we would
have q>~(t) = iJ>~(e\t) , the equilibrium correla tor. This is,
of course, not the case. The following deriva tion of the
eq uation of motion for ~l>~ (t) is analogous to the coherent
case [1 5] a nd we will therefore be very brief.
The time dep endence of the evolution opera tor U(t)
cel.ll be ro ulld by (]jf-Fer eli Li <1,Lioll ,

(16)
The first part is perpendicula r to density flu ctuations,
p snb (t) = 0, while the other one is not. The two parts
read
-

t

= e°nttQ"(t) n!e-,W t,
f2 1: (t) = e° ntt E (t) QS(t) n!e- 'W\

n b (t)

with the function E (t) given by [1 5]

(cr,e)}

(17a)
(17b)
= -

I:., F!." Y'i)

We see that the equilibrium opera tor appears. To proceed,
it is reasona ble to define a Hermi tia n operator as was suggested in ref. [1 5],

(9)
with om = I:i ri . ",T . (8 i + F., ). ont is the adjoined
of -ont in the equilibrium average. It follows that nt(t)
is Hermitian in the equilibrium average, beca use .rt! is
Hermitian in this average [12],

(1* n l(t)g ) = ( (e-6J}t t]* ).rtJe- 60I tg)

(10)

= ( (n!e-M2It ]*) e-,Wt t g )
= (g* .rtl(l)f )* .

(IS)
Because of E (t) , the second part of .rtj,(t) couples to density fluctua tions.
As is done in the equilibrium case, a reduced time evolution operator is employed which satisfies

Dt U,. (t , tl) = U,(t , tl) f2; (t).

Its formal solution is given in terms of a time-ordered exponential, where opera tors are ordered from left to right
as time increases [IS],

.,

q

with complement QS(t) = 1- P"(t). We abbrevia te P S(O) =
p s, the well-known single- particle proj ec tor used for the

s) .

(20)

We still need the connection between reduced a nd full evolution opera tors given by

U(t) = U,. (t , 0) +
.rt! (t) has identical ma trix elements as the equilibrium opera tor for the case of density fluctua tions, only the densities are replaced by their time-dependent analogs as we
will see when regarding . the initial decay rate in eq. (25).
T he equa tions of motion are derived in the spirit of the
Zwanzig-Mori projection op erator formalism [17], where
we use the time-dependent single-pa rt icle density project or
(13 )
P S(t ) = L Q~(t))(Q~(t) '

I(

J , dsn,.
U,.(t , tl) = e-':'

(11 )

And with f = 9 the above equa tion also shows tha t the
time-dependent eigenvalues of n! (t) are real a nd negative.
Because of

(19)

1t

dt ' U(t' )ps.rtl (t /)U,.(t , t' ).

(21)

Ta king its time deriva tive leads to t he useful operator rela tion ,

8t U(t )

= U,. (t, O) .rt;' (t ) + U(t)PSm et)

+

1t

dt'U (t' )PS.rtl(t' )u ,.(t , tl ).rt; (t ).

(22 )

The equa tion of motion for Lhe desired correla tor now follows by sandwiching the expressions above with singlepar ticle density flu ctua tions ei q . r , . As already noted , the
operator n j.(t) is not perpendicular to these density flu ctuat ions a nd the first term on the right-hand side does not

va.lIi sl l as it does at "i = O. The equation of motion hence
contains an extra term,

at(p~(t) + r~(t)(p~(t) +

t dtIM~(t, tl)(p~(tl) = Ll~(t).
./0

(23)

of Volterra integral equations [21]) be written as

at(p~(t)+ r~(t) {(P~(t)+

= iS~(t),
(29)

with the new memory function

The extra term Ll~(t) reads

m~(t, tl) = rq(t)~q(tl) (Q~ ' .o!(tl)Ui(t, tl)n;(t){}~ ) .

(24)
it vanishes only at time t = 0 and grows to lowest ordP[" likp "it. An analogous term appears in the equation of
motion for the coherent cOlTelator in ref. [1 5]. As argued
there, its appearance is the only disadvantage of this approach compared to an earlier one (ref. [12]). In contrast
to ref. [12], the initial decay rate is positive; it is equal to
the equilibrium initial decay rate for advected wave vectors (recall that
has negative semi-definite spectrum),

ltdtlm~(t, tl)at,(p~(t/) }

(30)
It is governed by the irred ucible operator,

(31 )
Equation (29) has an extra term compared to the familiar
one known from quiescent MCT [22,23]: The term on the
right-hand side arose from Ll~(t) in eq. (23),

.01

(32)

rS(t)
.q

=

rs(e)
. q(t)

= _

(e - iq.r.' .ota eiq .r., )

= - (e - iq(t)'r s .01 eiq(t).r, ) = q2(t) ::::: O.

(25)

The positivity of the initial decay rate makes the numerical analysis of the equations below more stable. The memory function M~ (t) contains on the left-hand side the wellbehaved operator

.01,

M~(t, tl)

=-

(Q~* J2! (tl)U,. (t, tl)J2J(t)u~ ) .

(26)

If we knew an approximation for NI~(t, tl) in terms of the
correlator itself, the equation would be closed apart from
Ll~(t). But MCT approximations for eq. (26) are not desirable, as was discussed in refs. [12,15]: Approximating
M~(t, tl) in eq. (23), one would have to be very careful to
obtain an equat ion which describes slow dynamics. This is
not the case for eq. (29) below. Because of this, we perform
a second projection step following ref. [15] . To decompose
the reduced SO appearing in U,.(t , tl), we use the projector

p'(t) = (l)
q

1
/ (}S . J2t (t),
({}~• .o!(t){}~) \ q a

.0; (t) (Q s(t) + p s(t))

_ Jr]t
(. ) f,t (.t_ ) (}qS)
, i t + t·

-

f•

The first simplification concerns the source term iS~(t)
arising from the stress expression E(t) in eq. (18). In
ref. [15] it is suggested to set E (t) == 0 in leading approximation. This leads immediately to iS~(t) == 0 since
ni:(t ) = 0 follows in eq. (17b), and with it Ll~(t) = 0 in
eq. (24). We note the identity

e,W tt = e,wtt( 1 + E (t)),

1t
( Us . f -2at (_
t ) . (28)
q
({}~* .oa(t)(}~)

One can then relate NI~(t, tl) to another memory function ,
m~(t, tl) , which is governed by the irreducible operator

.o';(t) [19,20]. The lengthy calculation which leads to the
equations below is presented in detail in ref. [15]: The
equation of motion can then (with the use of the theory

(33)

and hence eont t = e M2tt with E(t) == O. Approximating
E (t) == 0 leads also to a simplification of the memory
function m~(t , tl) because
reduces to .ob(t). With this,
the time evolution Ui(t, tl) becomes

m

(34)

(27)

with complement QS(t). While P S(t) is, strictly speaking,
not a projector because it is not Hermitian , it is still idempotent , PS(t)PS(t) = PS(t). It is applied in the following
way:

.o,t (t) =

It also vanishes at t = 0 and grows in leading order like
It does hence not influence the fast decay onto the
plateau for "i --> O. This exact set of equations for the
incoherent transient density correlator is now suitable for
approximations in order to get a closed equation for <p~(t).

"it.

It is finally in the space perpendicular to density fiuctuations , psUQ(t
tl) = 0 = UQ(t
tl)PS For the memory
1,
'
'l."
function follows
q2 (t)q2(tl)m~(t, tl)
t
s* f,t -o J?tt'u (-[ tl) 6J? tQ'(t)f,t 8
= \/ (}q(t')
tee
.; , e
tc{!q(t) ) ,

=

/0"

\ ~ q(t')

.ote QS(t l ) e- Jt2tt' U./Q
(t , t/) eMJt tQS(t).otc-q(t)
OS
)
.
.
(35)

The allowed insertion of QS(t l ) on the left- hand side can
easily be verified; inserting P S(tl) at the same position
leads to zero. For the following mode coupling approximations, t he pair density projector is used, which is assumed to describe the slow dynamics in the glassy regime .
In contrast to the coherent case, the pair projector in the
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incoherent case consists of the product of coherent and incoherent flu ctua tions [1 4]. This has a physical reason; the
fluctuating force Qsf2t g~ = Q s (iq· F se·iq . r , ) on the tagged
par t icle depends on the tagged pa rticle a nd t he co llective
dyna mics, i.e., the dyna mi cs of the surrounding bath pa rticles. Technically this is achieved by t he proj ector

Changi ng t he summat ion index from k to k ' = k(t') (a nd
immediately rena ming the dummy variable from k ' to k) ,
we get
s

,

1

k(t - t')·q(t)k·q(t')

mq(t, t ) = N L

q2(t)

q2(t' )

k

xn2c~(t _ t,)c'kSk (Pk- q (t ') (t - t')
(36)
with g k = L:~ ei k . r i the density of the bath particles a nd
5.: = (gkg k ) /N the struct ure factor. Note that in contrast
to the coherent pair projector, the two densit ies can be
distinguished here and the wave vectors are not ordered .
No co un ting factor will appear . T he memory function (35)
is written

X1)k (t - t') .

(41)

We see tha t this final form only depends explicit ly on t'
via q(t), since we can use, e. g. q(t) = q (t')( t - t') to write
111, q
" (t , t') = iil"q(I.') (t - t') with

_

1

m~(t - t') = NL

k( t - t') . q (t - t') k . q

q2(t _ t')

72

k

xn2ck(t_ t,)c'kSk (l?k- q (t - t')
Xi[>k(t - t').

and in accordance with ref. [15], the appearing four-point
correla tion function is approximated as the product of correlators wi th full dynamics
S*

(

•

gp(t , )gk (t')e

-6n t t'u Q (t

i"

NSk(t, )i[>~(t')(t

t') e/intt gp'(t)gk'
s
)
(t)

::::!

- t') cJ>k(t,)(t - t') ()p ,p ,rlk ,k "

(38)

This factorization of the four-point function is the major
approximation in this approach . A similar approximation
is used also in quiescent MCT [14]. T he remaining parts
of the vertex are now found easily, since they are identica l
as in equilibrium using the advected wave vectors instead
of the t ime- indep endent ones. The vertex in equilibrium
reads (we have already inser ted the res triction ofp= k- q ),
V;

-

qk -

( nS

n

" k - q ",- k

Q S J2'~ n S )

NS

c"'q

k

_
-

1

11 k . q Ck;>"

(39)

where cg = ({}~* (! q ) /(nS'I) is the direct single-particle correlation function [24], n = N / V is the density. T he sum
over bath particles does not conta in the tagged particle,
and we have c~ = (Sq - l )/(nSq) if the tagged particle is
identical to the bath particles. Summarizing, we find t he
following approximate equation of motion for the inco herent transien t density correlator:

8tcJ>~ (t) + r~ (t) { i[>~ (t) + .{ dt'm~ (t , t')8t,i[>~ (t') } = 0,
(40)
with r~(t) = q2(t) (compare eq. (25)) and

(42)

Through the pair density projector, the dynamics of the
incoherent correlator is co upled to the cohere nt correlator. Equation (40) can therefore only be solved if the corresponding equation for the coherent dynamics has been
solved before. This coupling is physically intuitive, since
a (la rge enough) tagged particle can only move if the surrounding particles move. There is a certa in percola tion
threshold for the size of the tagged particle, b elow which
it is mo bile even if the ba th is arrested [25]. Yet, we will in
the numerical solu tions consider t he case where the tagged
pa rticle is one of the bath particles, (i. e., the t agged particle is much larger then the percolation th reshold). Then,
at "y = 0, the dynamics of the tagged particle follow,' the
dynamics of the ba th particles [22 ,14,26]' i. e., the tagged
particle is trapped if, and only if, the ba th is a rrested.
The memory fun ction (41) depends on t' and t - t' . This
complicates the following a na lysis because the convolution
theorem cannot be applied . It proba bly originates from
the fact that we investigate the transient regime which
is not time translat ionally invariant. An eq uation for t he
stationary correlator should contain a memory fun ct ion
depending on t - t' only.

4 Results for the transient incoherent
correlator
4 .1 Numerical details

Let us turn to the numerical evaluation of eq. (40) which
we performed in D = 2 d imensions for a system of equa lsized hard discs (d s = d). The only thermodynamic control parameter is the area fraction 7) =
T he solution for D = 3 is as yet numerically too
costly in computer time and memory. For D = 2, we
used a spherical grid with 100 points in rad ial direction,
q = 0. 2, 0.6, 1.0, ... ,38.8 . T he angular space was divided
into 96 portions, giving a grid of () = 0.065, 0.13 , . . . ,211'.
The number 96 is often divisible by 2 allowing us to give

It'.
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the correlator for angles 0 = 7r /2 , IT /4 , IT /8 and so on,
which are the most interesting to be analyzed . Note that
(,hi,' grid is diIIerenL compared Lo Lhe one llsed in [27],
where (only) the coherent density correla tors were determined. 'While the resulting solutions are very similar, the
current grid has the advantage that the correlators for
constant q can be given for all 8, so an iso!.ro r>Y PlIec (.s can
be well st udied. This is not possible for the Cartesian grid
used in [27J. On the other ha nd , the numerical algorithm
for the spherical grid involves more interpolation procedures, since the vector q - k is not on a grid-point.
From our discretization follows the critical packing of
ric = 0.6985658 and the exponent parameter /\ = 0.7155.
The la tter determines a ll power law exponents of the theory. These valnes din."er sli ghLly I"rom Lhe ones fonnd in
ref. [28J (17c = 0.696810890 and A = 0.7167) due to th
lirrerent d iscretizat ion of q-space, which is finer in ref. [28J.
4.2 Correia tor

ct>~

As noted above, eqs. (40) and (41) (toge ther with the coherent analogues [15]) show the well-known bifurcation
scenario connected to the glass transition at 1]c, separating the control parameter region with intrinsically ergodic
correla tors from the one where the correia tors only because of flow decay to zero a t long times.
While this transi tion is a cooperat ive effect, i. e., it happens for a ll wave vectors q at the same density, the shape
of (T>~(t) (for both with and without shear) depends on q.
For densities below the glass transition, i.e. c == 1)" )" < 0,
1)e
the correlator for the system without shear decays to zero
with t ime scale T(\., the so-called n'-relaxation time [14J.
Th e err·pc!. 01" sbeFu' does !.hen depend on (,he dressed P erle(
or Weissenberg numb er P e = "yTC>. , For small shear rates,
the errecL vanishes,
liquid.

(43)

This is demonstrated in fig. 1 where the correia tor for
a liquid state (E = - 10 - 3 ) is shown at differen!. shear
rates. For large P e, the final decay is domina ted by shear,
a nd the correla tor is a nisotropic in q-space, whereas the
curve with the smallest shear ra te shown (Pea = 10- 6 )
is indistinguisha ble from the equilibrium curve and the
correlator is iso tropic here.
Above or at the critical den 'ity, the correla tor of the
system without shear stays on the plateau characterized
by the 110nergodicity para me ter 1,;,
lim

l -->.CXJ

i[>s( e) (t)
q

=

fS
Jq

> 0,

glass .

(44)

At t he tra nsition , Ir; jumps discontinuously from zero to
a finite value, given the size of the tagged particle is not
too close to the percolation threshold [14J . The system
under shear, however, is always ergodic, since shear melts
the glass, and (P~(t) decays to zero 1"01' allY filli te 1. Since
glassy systems are frozen in without shear, the final decay
from the pla teau to zero is governed solely by shear, for

0.8
0 .6
0.4

0.2

o

qx=O - qy =0 --- - - qx = qy - .- ._ .

q = -q -." " .
1 0-4 10,3 10,2 10'1 100 10 1 102 103 104 10 5
2
tOo / d

Fig. 1. Transient in coherent density correlator for E = - 10- 3
(liquid) and qd = 6. 6. Shcar r aLc~ a rc "I = 10 - 11. with n =
2, ... ,6 . For the three la rgest shear rates, we show th e four
cha racteristi c directions, for t he small rates , only qx = 0 is
shown for visibility. The curves for the two smallest rates
coincide,

0.8
0.6

....

enCT

0.4
0.2

o

qx=O
qy = 0
qx =qy
qx = -q

10,4

10,2

------_._.- ..
" ', . ..
100

10 2
104
2
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Fig. 2. Transient incoherent density correlator for E = 10- 3
(glass) a nd qd = 6.6. Shear rates are "I = 10- 11. with n =
2, ... ,9. FO\" "y = 10- 9 , we only s how the curve for q" = 0,
together with a fit ted compressed exponentia l with exponent
J1, = 1.05 (dots), see eq. (52).

arbitraril y ,' mall "y -> O. The dressed Peclet number is
always infinite because the intrinsic To is forma lly infinite.
Figure 2 shows the correla tor for a glassy state (c =
10- 3 ) at difl"erent shear raLes. J.t is seen that Lhe errecL
of shear, and the anisotropy in q-space, prevails up to
i.J.l"hi trary small "y . For c ~ 0, the functions a pproach a
lTI !tstCl" flln ction for 1
0 an d "yt = const, which depends
only on "yl.. This can be seen in fig. 2 and will b e discussed
in more detail in sect. 4.4. For the range of shear rates
shown in fig. 2, the anisotropy depends hardly on the shear
mtr , probn,b ly b(x:allsc cvcn l' = 10- 2 is already quite well
described by the 'Y -> 0 mas ter function.

4.3 ,a-analysis
Further insight into the dynamics near the critical plateau
can be gained by the so-called [i-analysis. It is a nonlinear
stability a nalysis of the fro zen-in structure and consists
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of an expansion of the equa tion of motion , eq. (40) ,
around the critical plateau value f~ c = fg( c = 0) [14]
defined in eq. (44). Reference [29] presents this analysis for the coherent transient density correlator Pq(t) =
(p~ ent l' pq(t))/(p~pq), with pq = l:ieiq... " which can be
written near the critical plateau as

0.38

0.36

.,....
0

"'

'1"

0.34

III

~cr
C)

0.32

hq is called the critical amplitude. The dynamics near the
critical plateau is given by a q-independent isotropic part,
9(t) , and an anisotropic part, 9~aniso\t) . T he equation of
motion of the former is referred to as the ,B-equation [29],
(46)
where i = ()€ = C(-/7 - Tlc)/17c with C ~ 2.1 describes
the distance from the transition point [16]. For our grid ,
we find A ~ 0.7155 and c( "t ) ~ 3.4, see, e.g., ref. [29] for
the definitions of these quantiti es. Note that eq. (46) is
nonlinear (quadratic) at the critical point. This is explained in detail in ref. [14]. The short-time behavior
of 9(t) must be matched to the short-t ime dynamics of
the correlator, 9(t - > 0) = (to/t) a, where the ma tching time to is determined by the coherent init ial decay
rate. The critical exponent a obeys (with the r-function)
A = ['2( 1 - a) / r(1 - 2a). From eq. (46) , we see that the
,B-correlator is of order Vi and htl, and we keep our discussion to these orders. See refs. [29 ,30] for more details
OI L t he' two panuneter sculiLl g relat ioll fur "rl and E . The (Jcorreiator takes for € :::: 0 the solution for long times [29],

9(t

» tv) = -

{tJi l"rlt
(i-)

--1

A- 2

-

== - to

(47)

Equation (47) describes the initialization of the final
shear-induced decay from the plateau to zero. One has
tv = Vi/hi for € > 0 and tv = to for € = O. The shear
independent decay from the plateau for the liquid case can
be found in refs. [1 4, 31 ,32].
The anisotropic term in eq. (45) has been overlooked
in ref. [29]. Since the ,B-analysis for the incoheTent transient correlator depends on the coherent one (iso tropic and
anisotropic), we will only discuss the res ults here. The detai led derivat ion of both coherent a nd incoherent terms
will be presented in a forthcom ing paper.
Vve consider the case of € :::: 0, I ecause for € < 0, the
dYlI Rl1lics is indp.j1p. lldp.Il L or sheRr for "r ---> 0 and the equilibrium discussion is recovered [22]. Expanding the incoherent correlator near the critical plateau (for 0 S € « 1
<wei "rl, « 1) , we find that the (i-correlator contains a n
isotropic part given, as in the coherent case, by 9 (t), as
well as an anisotropic part 9~s , an i so)(t ) ,

0.3
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F ig . 3 . g~., "ni8o)(t ) hrl. a t q:r. = qy (identica l to ~rv(lql)) as a
funct ion of Iql.

The critical amplit ude h~ i s equ al to the one B.t "r = 0 [22].
The a nisotropic term comes from the lowest-order terms in
"rt of the memory function m~(t,O). Here, 9~aniso) (t) , the
anisotropic part of the coherent ,B-correlator contributes.
(
We find t hat 9q 8 "'miso) (t ) is li near ill "rl. and proportional
to q,"qy,

The term q,cqy represents the expected "quadrupole" -dependence. For qxqy > 0, the dynamics is slightly slower
tha n on average and for q,"%, < 0 it is slightly faster ,
i.e., cv.(lql) > 0 holds for all Iql . The function o,(lql) increases slowly with q, see fig. 3. The maximum value of
the a nisotropic part (on our grid) is at roughly 0. 37"r1.
Still , it renders the slope of P~ positive for the region
q," ~ qy , since the isotropic contribution 9(t) is initially
proportional (,0 ("yt)2 (before eq. (47) holds).
The fact that the anisotropic part is in lowest order
proportional to q:c q'IJ is not unexpected . There are other
examples where such a term emerges , e. g. in the distortion
of the structure factor under shear; it is in linear order
in shear rate also proportional to q,"%, [33- 35] for liquid
states.
In fig. 4, we present the agreement between the fu ll
solutions for ip~ and the ,B-co1'l'elators near the critical
plateau. The derived ,B-correla tor is compared to (cP~(t) 
f~")/ h~ for d ifFerent direct ions o[ t he wave vector q . The
positive slope of the correlation function for qx = qy is
hardly visible as the anisotropy in the ,B-process window
predicted by theory is rather small. We conclude that
shear flow frees the particle which would b e localized in
the quiescent glass ini tially in a ra ther isotropic process.
Note that in fig. 4; the shape of the isotropic curves
(solid lines) is independent of Iql, since 9~s,aniso)(t) = 0
there, giving rise to the well-known factorization property.
The shapes of the anisotropic curves (dotted lines), on the
other hand , do depend on Iql, i. e., the factorization does
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Fig. 4. The {:I-correlator for the incoherent case. We show two
glassy states ( E = 10- 3 and E = 0) with 'y = 10- 9 . The wave
vector is q = 6.6 in all curves_ For both densities we show the
directions qx = 0 and qy = 0 (solid lines, lying indistinguishable

on top of each other) and the isotropic part of the ,6-correlator
(dashed). On ly for E = 10- 3 , we also show the directions qx =
qy (upper dotted) as well as qx = - qy (lower dotted) . Inset:
focus on the anisotropy. Shown is the correlator as a function
of angle e at t ime t = 10 5 , referenced to the one at e = 0,
for the two densities. The line (through the data) shows the
result from the ,6-analysis for E = 0 which is proportional to
q" qy = l cos(O) sin(O).
not hold. This sta tement can also be verified by fig. 3: The
function 9~" aniso) (t) h i does depend on Iql.

jch )/().. -

~ hL ==

Yt

rate to demonstrate the approach to the mast er function. Dots
show fitted compressed exponent ials with exponents /-L = 1.05
(upper) and 1.13 (lower curve).
The deriva tives with respect to the advected wave vectors
complicate also the numerical solution of this eq uation ,
but it shows that the correla tor indeed obeys the scaling
described a bove , also for the case when the memory function does not depend on t - t' only. The reason is tha t the
advected wave vectors causing the deviation from t - t'
na turally depend 011 Lhe strain "yt. It can be shown tha t
the short-time solution of eq . (50) at c = 0 is given by
eqs. (48) and (47),

p'+
q (£ -> 0)

c"y L), which depend only on the time

scale sC't by "y, i. e., they are independent of the shorttime dyna mics set by Do [29] . The rescaled time £ actually corresponds to t he accumulated strain since switchon of shear , a nd the scaling law for iJ)~+ (l) expresses tha t
the decorrela tion is a fun ction of t he strain only. These
fun ctions obey a scaling eq uat ion, the so-called a scali ng
equation. Its derivation (see appendix A) is complicated
by the fact tha t the memory function in eq . (40) is not
a fun ction of t - t' , but of t and t' separa tely. Because
of this, in the equation below, deriva tives with respect to
the advected wave vectors appear (with m~ (t) defin ed in
eq. (42)) ,

(50)

10-1

F ig . 5 . Transient incoherent density correlator for E = 10- 3
and qd = 6.6ey (upper curves) and qd = 12_6ey (lower curves).
Shear rates are 'y = 10- "', with n = 2, . . . ,9 (for qd = 6.6e y ,
same data as in fig. 2). Here the time axis is scaled by shear

4.4 a- master-curves

For c ::::: 0 CLnd "y -> 0 wiLli "yL = const , the correlators approach scaling functions q;~+ CO (with l =

10-2

=

f q,e -

11:q £,

(51)

with h~ = h~(l + a ( lql) ~/ c) (see eq. (49)).
The approach to the mas ter function is exemplified in
fig. 5, where the correla tors for a glassy s tate are plotted on a rescaled time axis. We characterize the mas ter
fun ctions by fitting to it compressed exponentials of the
form
"r

lim

0, 'i l = O( l)

(ps (t) = (pH (£) ~
q

q

lc, exp [- (L/Th»
),"q] .
q
(52)

While the resulting value of Lhe fit pa rameter }q is very
clo!:le to If/> this equali ty is not enforced by the fit t ing
procedure_ Both the resulting relaxation time scale T~"r)
and the stretching exponent t lq depend on the wave vector
and the separa tion para meter c . In fig. 6, we show the time
scale for q pointing in the y-direct ion as a function of Iql ,
for both coherent and incoherent correlators a t E: = 10- 3 .
T Ile fi t has been done wi th the da ta for "y = 10- 9 . The
coherent da ta are included in order to test and verify the
good agreement to the dat a from ref. [27], which were
obtained on a Cartesia n grid. T he incoherent values of the
t ime scale are, as expected , much smoother as a functi on
of g, while for la rge g, the two cases approach each other.
This g dependence of the time scale of the final decay
is already visible in the ,6-correla tor ; recalling its solution
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Fig. 6. Relaxation time scale of th e master curve for C' = 10- 3
and q = qe y . The lines show the time scales as estimated
from eqs. (53) and (54). The inset s hows the small-q dat a for
the incoherent case in a logarithmi c graph , demonstrating the
divergence with l/l. The li ne shows the slope of - 2.

for q = qe y in eq. (47) and rewriting eqs. (45) a nd (48) as
the first order of an exponential decay from the pla teau ,
Pq(t) ~ f~ exp( - ihlJlf(J, we extract the time scale

1/2
1/4
3/4
8/n [Notation: qx=q cos(8), qy=q sin(8)]

Fig. 7. Relax ation time scale of the incoherent master curve
as fun ction of angle for C' = 10- 3 . Full symbols show the time
sca les for a fi t of eq. (52) t o the cornplet e relaxatio n from the
plateau to zero, i.e., including th e regions where the fun ctions
show the shou lder-like deviations . Open symbols show the time
scales obLainecl from fitL ing eq . (52) up to 'yt = 1 (excluding
t he shou lders). These a re not shown for q = 12.6 s ince the two
dat a set s are indistinguishable.

0.8

(53)
0.6

S

for the coherent, a nd

VIC-

-e-

(54)
for the incoherent case . These curves are also shown in
fig. 6. We find tha t the forms (53) and (54) indeed describe
very well the q dependence of the relaxation time scale.
While the upper equa tions yield a prefactor of roughly

Vr>::r
~ = 0.252, we achieved the best agreement by setting
i t. t.o O.3?;!). T hi s d iff0.rrmr0. is n ot. lln0.x p 0.ct0.d sinc0. I.h 0.

relaxation time scale depends on c, a nd we are comparing
the values for E = 0 (eqs. (53) and (54 )) to the one a t
E = 10- 3 (fig. 6) .
The relaxation time scale of the mas ter curves depends
also on the direction of q. This dependence is shown in
fig. 7, where T~i') is p lot ted v e TSU S the angle e (defined
by q,e = q cos e , qy = q sinO) for various values of q. We
see tha t in most cases, a direction between (-) = IT14 and
o = IT 12 has the larges t relaxation time. While the dependence on q of the relaxation time scale can be well
understood by the j3-analysis (com pa re fig . 6) , this is not
quite true for the angul ar dep edence: From the finding
tha t g~s ,alliso\t) h L in eq. (48) is proportional to qxqy,
we wo uld expect t ha t T~"t)
(a + bsin ecose) , where
a and b describe the rela tive size of isotropic compared
to a nisot ropi c contributions. This functional form is also
shown in fi g. 7. We see tha t the shape of T~"t) is quite different from this naive expectation, a t least for small wave

0.4
0.2
0
10 4

106
2
t DOI d

10 8

Fig. 8 . Final decay for all angles of our numeri cal grid (48
curves for each wave vector) . One can clearly see the should ers
for small q. 'vVc show cl iff'cren l sheilI' rales, ilo5 la belecl , ['o r v isib ili ty. The four directions of fi g. 2 are coded in th e same way.

vectors, while the curve for the largest wave vector shown
follows this simple form very well.
For small wave vectors, the correlators develop an
angle-dependent shoulder a t long times, and the shape
or t he curves is very difl'crcnt froll1 a strelched exponential. These shoulders a re an unexpected feat ure which is
also seen in our simula tions as shown in sect. 8. For the
1 = 10- 9 curves used to crea te ftg. 7, t hese shoulders
start to develop a t roughly t = 10 9 . Fi t ting the curves up
to t = 109 ("short fit" ) yields the time scales shown as
open symbols in fig. 7. One sees tha t these a re closer to
t he fun ctional form (a + b sin 0 cos 0). Furthermore, since
lhe d ifl crence between "corn pleLe fi ll: a nd "shor t fi ll) is
a measure for the shoulder-like devia tion from stretched
exponentials, we note tha t the development of shoulders
is most pronounced for small q a nd for the direction near
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o = 37f /8. Following th is discussion , we show in fig. 8 the
final decay fo r all angles of our numerical grid. Shown are
the three wave vectors from fig. 7, and additionally q = 3.
For q = 3 and q = 6.6 , the shoulders are best visibl e. They
are present for a small range of a ngles (compare fig . 7) . We
see that the height of the shoulders increases with decreasing wave vector. This can be ex plained by the fact that
they a ppear for all q at roughly Lh e same strain (i-l ~ 1)
a nd the curves with large q relax to zero before that time .

achieved by expa nding (40) to order q2 and identifying
the terms via (57). The equat ion is then integra ted over
time to get ,

_ ~()Z2(t) +t _ ~ t
J

m~(t) =

I>zkzF(k, 0, t).

(58)
with t he memory function in the low-q limit (see eqs . (B .l)
and (B.2) for the definition of F(k, q , t))

(59)

k

Knowing the equation for the incoherent density correlator under shear, we can now deduce from it the ones
for the mean squared displacement (MSD) of the tagged
particle for the different spatial directions and show their
asy mptotic solu tions for long times. The transient MSDs
so obtained describe a particle's motion a fter switchingon of shear at time t = 0 averaged over equilibrium initia l
conditions.
Before we start, we have to show the connection of
the density correlator .to the MSD, involving coordinates
a, b, c, d E {xs, Ys, zs } of the particle at time t or t = O.
This MSD has to be formed with the condi tional probability W2 (rt , rO) , tha t the system is a t state-point r at
time t after it was at state-point r' at t = 0 [13,15]. The
MSDs we will be looking for are of the form

( [a(t) + -Ylb(t) - c(O) -"rld(OW ) =
.// drdr'[a(r) +-ylb(r) -c(r') - -yld(r')]2W2(Tl , r'O).
(55)
It is a straightforward calculation to show that this mean
iiquared d isplacement is found by taking the limit of small
q of the corresponding correia tor ,

( [a(t ) + -ylb(t) - c(O) - -yld(OW ) =
. 1 - (e -iq(c+i·tcl)enl t eirJ(n+')' tIJ))
lun
.
q~O
q2

(56)

From this equation, we will be a ble to derive the desired
MSDs. T hi s will be donn s0.parat.ely for the different. clirr.ct ions , since the MSDs will be anisotropic , as was a lready
seen in the low-density case, eq. (1).
5.1 N eut ral direction

The calculation for the neutral d irection is in strong ana logy to Lhe equilibrium case [36 ,22]. Using eq. (56), we see
that we have to expand the correlator for q = qe z pointing
in the z-d irection to get

q- O

dtlm~ (t' - tl)()t,, /jz2 (t") = 0,

Jo

5 Mean squared displacements

§z2(t) =: ( [z(t) - z(OW ) = 2 lim

dt' ('

2 a

2

1 _p8

(t)

'Ie, .

q2

(57)

();;2(t) is the transient mean squared displacement of
the particle in the z-direction . Its equa tion of motion is

Since m~ (t) has only one time argument , one can rewrite
the a bove equa tion using the standard trick of partia l integra tions a nd oz2(t = 0) = 0,

() z2(t)

+ Jo/t dt'm~(t -

t')()z2 (t')

= 2t.

(60)

Equa tion (60) now looks similar to the equilibrium case
[22], and its schematic version has been studied before [37,
6,10]. The long- time limit of the solution corresponds
to the small-z part of its Laplace transform oz2(Z) =
J~O<J dt e- §z2(t). The convolution theorem can be applied. We find for t - } 00,

zt

lim §Z2(t)

t ~OG

=

2t

1 + m~( z

= 0)

.

(61)

In contras t to the equilibrium case, m~ (z = 0) is always
fini te under shear and t he MSD is a lways diffusive at long
times . In the glass, we have lim-y _,o m~( z = 0) ex b l- 1
(compare eqs. (53) , (54) and the n:-scaling equation in
ref. [29]) leading to the scaling relat ion at small shear
rates,
(62)
where the coeffi cien t {3z = ( I -y l m~( z = 0)) - 1 is asymptoticall y imlepenu en t 01' :;ll ear rate Cl ii -y -> O. We see tha t
Lhe IOll g-tim r diffl1Sivil,y D l-y) = /1z l-y1is then proport ional
Lo Lhe shear rate an d independent of the shor t- t im e di fl'usiv ity Do . Shear fl ow thus enables the par t icle to difl:'use
a lso perpendicula r to the flow , which highlights that flow
m eH.s Lhe glass. The itfFin(~ fI:vC'r itge particle motion dncorrelates t he nonergodic struct ural relaxation . It becomes
ergodic in all directions and for all variables that would
be nonergodic in the glass .
T he :;C11fll' linear iicalil lg or tl lC diH:u:;iolJ coefficient witlJ
-y / d 2 is also predicted for sheared non-Brownian palt icles [9], yet the range of shear rates for these predictions
is very dift'erell t. 'TIl e Cl,iJ uve i: I ll aly:;is hold s 1'0 1' Pt'o « I ,
whi le the limit of non-Brownian particles is a pproached
for Pea » 1 [9]. Presuma bly, a lso the physical mechanisms
d iffer. For P ea « I , shear des troys the localization of particles in a quiescent glass and causes structural relaxation.
The relevant length scale is the localization length tha t
can be read off [!'Om he qu ies enL MSl) and corresponds
to the Lindemann length at solidiftcat ion; often it is connected to the picture of "cages" . For Peo » 1 shear domina tes over Brownian motion on all length scales except
for in a narrow bounda ry layer close to particle contact.
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5.2 Gradient direction

The derivation for the gradient direc tion is similar to the
neutral direction. The correIa tor with q pointing in the
v-direction , q = qe y , is expanded

6y2(t) == ([y(t) - y(OW )

= 2lim0
'1 -

1-

q.is

(t)

~e!l.

q

with

This definition agrees with the formal one in eq. (56). The
eq l.Iat ion for 6.1: 2 (t) can now be gained by expanding the
equation for the correlator q.ige" (t) in q,

with the memory function

=L

(69)

(63)

The equation of motion follows analogously and reads

m~(t)

difFerence stays in fad ullkn ow n. Our ap proach nat urally
leads to defining the MSD for the x-direction in terms of
our transient density correlator,

ky(t)ky F(k, 0 , t) .

(65)

(71)

k

Note t he sli ght difFereli ce ill tllis lfI elrlory fUlldioli CO IIIpared to the one in eq. (59): On e of the ky is time dependent. As expected, the long- time limit of 6y2(t) is given by
lim 6)/(t)

t ~oo

2t

= 1 + myO( Z = 0) .

with

o ,'\'
.
, ] k,c - -yt' ky
,
m ,c(t, t) = ~ [k,c - 'Ytky(t - t) 1 -I- (1't')2 F(k, 0, t - t ).
k

(66)

(72)
Because of (compare eq. (25))

This leads to a scaling relation similar to eq. (62) for glassy
states at low shear rates

We have no reason to exped that the coeffi cients {Jy =
(h l m~(z = 0)) - 1 and {Jz are equal, i. e., D£i'l = (Jyhl will
Lake a difFerent number ornpared to Dl"tl. Indeed, these
I,,:we been found slightly difl'erenL ill siwulatiolls [5,6] .
Otherwise, the qualitative discussion of the physical mechan ism behind eq. (67) can be taken over [rom the neutral
direction.

(73)
we recover the low-density limit ofeq. (68) using m~(t, t') ==
0, as required for noninteracting particles (infinite dilution). Because the memory function in eq. (71) is not a
fUllction of the difference of its al'gurnents only, the analysis o[ the leading long-time terms of 6:1: 2 for dense systems
involves a bit more work compared to the other directions
above , see appendix B. We find
.

5.3 Flow direction-glass Taylor dispersion

Concerning the MSD in flow direction, we have to note
that we are seeking space-translational- inva riant qua ntities. The expression ([xCt) - x (o)j2 ) is not translationally
invaria nt and hence not a ppropria te (it depends on y(O) ,
see eq. (1)). Quantities which fulfill this invari ance are
([x(t) - -yLy(t) - x (o)f ) and (lx(t ) -I- -yLy(O) - x(o)f ). One
can show that the two a re identical [or small densities

( [x(t) - -yty(t) - x(OW ) = ( [x(t)

.2

lim 6x (t)

t~

L-y2

= 3 + 3myO( z =

3

0) t .

(74)

This res ult deserves some disc ussion: It can be regarded
as the Taylor dispersion for Brownia n particles in a shear
melted glass. The MSD in the x-direction grows cubically
in time as it does for small densiti es. The intriguing result
is t hat the coefficient-, 1'0 1' the t 3 term is connected to the
lon g- Lim e difrusiviLy I'o r t he v-direction in the same way
as in the low-density limit. Thi. · can be further illustrated
by writing

+ -yLy(O) - x(OW )
(68)

Comparing to eq. (1) , we see that the drift term y(0? -y 2t 2
stemming from constant motion with velocity y (D)'Yl is
absent. It depends on y(O) and has to be missing in our
translationally invariant formulaLion.
For finite densities, we cannot expect the two definitions in the first line of eq. (68) to still be identical, their

which holds identically in the low-density limit , eq. (1),
and was also found in ref. [9] for non-Brownian particles.
We see that this relation comes about because for long
times, 6x 2 is governed by m~(t - t') , see eq. (B.4) . This is
physically plausible if we recall the reason for the t 3 -term:
If the particle moves in the v-direction , it gets a "boost"
in the x-direction due to the shear flow . It is hence not
surprising that the t 3 term is proportional to D:~"tl, but
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the result tha t the very same rela tion holds as in the lowdensity limit is nontrivial and unexpected.
Despite the similarities of the glass Taylor dispersion
and the low-density one, there is a n imp or tant difference:
In glasses, t he long-time term in eq. (75) is indep endent of
tbc bal c uiftusivity Do (set to unity here) and obeys the
yield scaling law

10 3 .-~~--~~--~~~--~~--~~
102
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(76)
again , with the same /3!J as in eq. (67). It is also possible to
derive the next-order term in 8:.1;2 (t) , see again appendix B.
It reads

= 0) ] + rn~" I(z= O) t
2
1 + m~( z = 0)

[8

.2

"1

0(

z my Z

1 + m~( z = 0)

(77)

Such a term proportional to t 2 is not present in the lowdensity limit , eq. (68). It comes a bout beca use the memory
fun ction is not a function of t - t'. Recall tha t we are
currently calculating the transient MSD . The stationary
MSD might not have a term of order t 2 for t -+ 00 . Note
tha t the term in eq. (77) is ex ,;,? t 2 for glassy sta tes.
5.4 Cross correlation

In the system under shear , there is a correlation between
x and y which is not present without shear, see eq. (1). In
our transla tionally invariant formula tion , we define it in
the following way:
(l:J: y(t) == ([x (t) - x (O) - -yty(t)] [y(t) - y(O)]) .

(78)

It can be derived considering the correla tor for the diagonal direction q(t = 0) = (q , q, 0)1' leading to

1 - (p
.<:
. IJs (e ,,+e ll ) (t)
ux
y ( "t ) -_ I'1m
2
q

'1 -40

-

- .2 ()
ox
t

+ uy 2 ( t )
J: ,

2

,

(79)

See appendix B.2 for the derivation of the long- time result
of eq. (79) . The leading order of 6xy(t) is proportional to
t2 as in the low-density case
lim 6xy(t)

=-

t -HXJ

-y

l + m~( z= O)

t2 =

- D ("t )t"y L

!J'

(80)

T he las t step followed with the res ult for the long- time
diffusioll iu the v-direction in eq. (66). We see tha t 8:1? (t )
and 6x y(t) are rela ted to each other as in the low-density
limit , except for the minus sign. This sign origina tes from
our definition in eq. (78). Note that defining bxy(t ) =
([x (t) - x (O ) + ,,\,ty(O)][y (t) - y(O)]) instead would yield a
plus sign in (80) . The simula tions described below also
give this sign diffe rence dep ending on defi nition .
T he scaling relation in glassy sta tes as,,\, -+ 0 follows
lim (h y(t)

t ~ {X)

= -/3"Jh'
h'i 2 + O (t ),
.

(81)

with /311 as in eq. (67). T he sign of 6xy(t) depends on the
sign of -y, which is expected since inverting the direction
of shearing corresponds to inverting either x or y .
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Fig. 9. Mean squ ared displacement for th e gradient direction
for t!if-ferUllt valllu~ of till! ~ li e m rate, i' = lO - n , with n =
0, .. . , 6 and E: = _ 10- 3 . T he curve for i' = 10- 6 cannot b e
distinguished from the equilibrium curve. The d ashed curve
shows the equilibrium MSD from ref. [28].

6 Numerical results for the mean squared
displacements
After having solved the equations for the incoherent correlator (T>~ (t) , we can solve numerically eqs. (64), (71)
and (B.ll), for the MSD in y- and x-directions as well
as the cross correla tion. In the 2D numerical calculation
of course we cannot discuss the MSD for the neutral direction.
In fig. 9, we show the MSD for the gradient direction
for different shear rates in a fluid state (c: < 0). As was
discussed in sect. 4.2, the MSD approaches the equilibrin1Tl MSD for "i - , 0, t.he Clll've for ,,\, = 10- 6 cannot be
distinguished from it. In fig. 9,' we also show the equilibrium MSD for the same c: taken from ref. [28]. The slight
di sagl'eelli eli t at long tim es is due to the diA:'el'ent gri cl::;
chosen , as discussed a bove.
For the glassy sta te (c: :::: 0) , Lhp. long-Limp. di[[llSivity D£"rl (defined below eq. (67)) is governed by shear for
arbi trarily SH l3.11 shear rates. In the limit of "y - , 0, t he
scaling law of eq. (67) is approached with /3,J approaching
a constant. Glass curves for c: = 10- 3 are shown in fig. 10.
In fi g. 11 we finally compare t· he different rlirections
and demonstra te the glass Taylor dispersion eq. (75). We
see that the MSD for the x-direction cannot be distinguished from the one for the y-directioll as IUllg as -yi « 1.
For long times, with -y/; = 0(1) , the two functions separa te
and the one for the x-directions approaches the long- time
t 3 asymptote from eq . (75).
In fig. 11, also the cross-correla tion - (5:!;y (t ) is shown.
It is small compared to 6x 2 a nd 6y2 [or ,,\,L « 1 a nd approaches t he asymp totic law eq. (81) for -yt = 0(1).

7 Stationary Mean Squared Displacements
In the previous sections, we derived the equa tions of mot ion for the tra nsient MSDs. It has been noticed that these
dir[er [rom Lhe sLa Liona ry on es [6]. Berol'e we discuss Lhese
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Fig. 10. Mean squared displacement for the gradient direction
for di fferellt value:> of the :>ll car rate, "y = 10- "', with n =
1, ... , 9 an d E: = 10- 3 . The dashed curve shows the equilibrium
MSD from ref. [28J.
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Fig. 12. Com parison of stationary (dashed lines) and transient (solid lines) MSDs for the grad ient direct ion for a glassy
state, E: = 10- 3 , a nd shear rate, "y = 10- "', with n = 3, ... ,8.
The necessity to take derivatives in eq. (82) introduces small
wiggles.
rS z~(t) denotes the MSD of the quiescent system without
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Fig. 11. C ia:>:> Taylor di:>pen;iOlI: T he I\fSD:> fur differcllt directions for a glassy state, E: = 10- 3 a nd s hear rate, "y =
1O- ? Th in lines show the long-times asymptotes , accord ing
to eqs. (67), (76) and (81).

with shear stress axy = - L'i F{Yi' For the case of hard
spheres, the integration in (83) has to be renormalized
since the initial value (a'"'ya,"y) diverges [12,10]. During
this renormalization, a free parameter /'i, enters the equat ioll for a, which is independent of shear rate and density. The final expression for the stationary MSD for hard
spheres is hence given by

",,1=(a,.ye!2
£00I j' (21T)3
d
"
'2. c

CJ

~

t

3

u'

diA'ereli ces , let us emphasize the simi lar ities between tra llsient and stationary MSDs giving rise to the lowest-order
approxim ation of setting them equal [15]. For long times,
when the transient MSD has reached its linear (steady)
clepclldcnc:e 011 l.ime, il. has Lo follow the long-Lime dW'1\siv iL-y of the steady state (the system is then obviously
in the steady state). In this regime, transient and stationary MSDs must hence approach each other. Consequently,
long-L.iln e C\irrnsivil.ir.s RS r.xl. rac\.ed li'om Lra nsienL OJ' sLf1t ionary MSDs must b e identica l. The ITT approach or
deriving the transient quantities t hus proves very useful
here: The res ults in eqs. (61), (66), (75) and (80) hold for
the stationary MSDs as well.
In ref. [10], an approximate relation between stationa ry and transient MSDs was derived , which builds on the
wai ting time derivative introd uced in ref. [38]. For directions perpendicular to the direct ion of shear , we found
for the stationary MSD rSz;(t) (or I)y;(t)) in terms of the
transient one introduced in eqs. (57) and (63)

0

S

s a,"y )

~

k k ,.2 k' y ( - s)k y S'S'
k k( -s ) G 2
kk( -s )
S~ Pk(-s)(s).

(84)

The last line is the ITT expression for the stationa ry
st ress, see ref. [1 5]. We can now evaluate eq. (82) with
use of eq. (84). We used h' = 9 X 10- 3 , as estimated from
comparing with ref. [10]. Since eq. (82) holds only for directions perpendicu lar to the shear direction, we can only
apply it to the y-d irection in our 2-dimensional numerical
analysis. This is shown in fig. 12 for a glassy state at dif-ferent shear rates. For the five shear rates given, we have
"yCJ = 0.038 ± 0.001 (increasing with shear rate). These
va lues compare well to the value of "yCJ = 0.04 used to fit
the Brownian dynamics simulation data in ref. [10]. We see
L1l at Llt e Jil-fereli ce hetwe '11 tra1li:,icli t <\lId statiolli:.ll:y COlT 'lators is most pronounced at in termediate times, whereas
for short and long times, the two functions coincide.

8 Comparison to simulations
In this section, we will compare our theoretical MCT-ITT
results to our simu la tions. Sin ce MCT-ITT is a quantitative theory, there is no fit parameter to be adj usted . As
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will be illustrated , the simulation res ults show many unexpected features, some of which are captured qualita tively
but not quantitatively by MeT-ITT. The quantitative dis~
agreement can be mostly explained by the underestimation of the overshoot scenario of the stress after switch
on [10 ,6]' as will be discussed in detail.
The simula tion algorithm is an event-driven algorithm
which describes the dynamics of hard particles, i. e. ha rd
discs in the 2D case considered. It has been described in
delail for 3D in ref. [39] and its adapta tion to two dim~ms ion s can be found in ref. [27]. We consider a binary
mixture of hard discs with the diameters of d l == d and
db = 1A el with equal particle number concentrations and
a tota l a mount of N = Nl + Nb = 1000 hard discs in a 2D
simulation box of volume V. Thus t he packing fraction is
given by 'rJ = 7T:V (el~ + elr). For this system, we find the
glass. tra nsi.tion point to be at roughly 7t ~ 0.7948 [40].
S1l11UlatlOns have been performed at packing fractions
of'rJ = 0.79 (liquid) and 'rJ = 0.81 (glass), discretizing the
time in steps of TJ] = 5 X 10- 5 in units of el 2 / Do.
In the liquid (7] = 0.79) , for the transient correlation
functions, 300 independent initial configurations were prepared and equilibrated for a time T = 10 5 (using, only for
equilibration , a Newtonian dynamics algorithm) which is
large compared to the ex-relaxation time of To: ~ 10 3 , given
in units of d2 / Do . For the stationary correlation functions
600- 800 independent ini tial configurations (depending on
the shear ra te) were prepa red. According to the findings
in ref'. [1 0], stationarity was assumed after "ytw > 1, where
t·w is the waiting time after switch on of shear.
Above the glass transition density, t he preparation
of transient correlators is nontrivial because the system
without shear equilibrates very slowly. So for the glassy
systems (I' = 0.81) we prepared 150 independent eq uilibrated initial config urations for the transient correlat ion
functions. Equilibration was achieved by waiting for
a period T = 1.6 X lOG , corresponding to a n average
displacement of the particles of half their diameters. After
this waiting time, the correlation functions are indep endent of waiting time. We es tim a ted the ex-relaxation
time to be roughly 20% of our equilibration time . This
is large compared to the time window examined in the
fo llowing, so th at lhis density can b e regarded glassy in
our simulation time window .
For the glassy stat iona ry correlat ion functions, 150- 300
independent initial configurations (depending on shear
rate) were prepared. Again sta tionarity was ass umed after
"yt'W > 1.
8.1 Correlators
L~t r'ij (tk) be the position of the i-th particle in the j -th
ot a total M simulation sets for a given time t k. Then the
correlators at time tk [01' waiting time tw are calculated via

1M(l N

[

(P~(t",t.w)= M.~ N{;ex p i(q · r iltk:+t·w)
- q,e"ytkY'ij (tk

+ tow) -

q . r'ij (t·w))

J),

(85)
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Fig. 13. Transient incoherent density correlators for 'II = 0.79
(liqu id) and Iqlcl = 6.5 for d iffcr l1L di rections as labeled. P co
numb ers are 2 x 10° , 6 X 10- 1 ,2 X 10- 1 6 X 10- 2 2 X 10- 2 6 X
10- 3 , 2 X 10- 3 ,6 X 10- 4 ,2 X 10- 4 and P e'o = 0 fror~ left to right.

where external shear is switched on at the time origin , so
that t.w = 0 corresponds to the tra nsient correlator.
In fig. 13 , we show the tra nsient correlation function
for the liquid (77 = 0. 79) at difFerent shear rates. 'vVe see
the close analogy to the theoretical curves in fig. 1. For
~ arg(! r~l' esscd P cclct numbers P(' = "yT(t, the final decay
IS dom1l1ated by shear and the curves are a nisotropic. As
in fig. 1, the direction q,e = 0 is (slightly) slower than
tl:e q:~ = 0 direction which is slower than the q,e = - qy
d~rec t~on for all shear rates. The correlator in qx = qy
directIOn shows a strong shear-rate- dep endent behavior
in its relaxation time: It decays as fast as the one for the
q,e = - q'Y direction for small Peo numbers, but exhibits t he
slowest relaxation time for la rge Pea numbers. The plateau
in fig. 13 is lower compared to fig. 1 which we attrib ute
to the bidispersity of the simulations. Mel' calculat ions
for binary hard discs in two dimensions for the quiescent
system yield a platea u value of t,;,c ~ 0.61 for qel = 6.5
while the simulat ion yields f;; 'c ~ 0. 58 . [41] .
F igure 14 shows the same fun ctions for the glassy clensity ('17 = 0.81) . These curves are in analogy to fig. 2. Additionally to the discussion of the liquid curves, we observe
the emergence o[ shoulders for the smallest shear rates:
For the directions q,e = 0 and q'Y = 0, the correlators drastically slow down a t the end of t he final relaxation process. We attribute this slowing down to the slowing down
of the system after the stress overshoot, see below, and
refs. [6,10] for the discussion of the shear stress overshoot
scena rio.
Remarkably, we observe these shoulders in MeT-ITT
compare fi gs . 7 and 8. Figures 7 and 8 also show that
MeT-ITT preclicts them most pronounced at a direct ion
between q", = qy a nd q'Y = 0, this is why they are not as
clearly seen in fig. 2.
Figure 14 also presents one MeT-ITT curve for
roughly the same parameters as the slowest of the simulat ion curves for a quantitative comparison . The small difference in plateau heights is as expected (we are comparing
simulat ions for a binary mixture to theory for a monodisperse system) . Apart from tha t , the time scale of the initial
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Fig. 14. Transient incoherent density correlators for 7) = 0.81
(glass) and Iqld = 6.5 for different directions as lab eled. Pea
nUIT!bers are 2 x lO a,6 x 10- 1 ,2 x 10- 1 , 6 x 10- 2 ,2 x 10- 2 ,6 x
10- 3 , 2 X 10- 3 ,6 X 10- 4 ,2 X 10- 4 and Pea = 0 from left to
right . For Pea = 2 x 10- 3 and 2 x 10- 4 , arrows mark t he
stress maximum (pointing up) and the time when the stress has
reached its final value (pointing down); fr om ref. [42]. Dashed
line is the MeT-ITT result for q = 6.6, qx = 0, to = 10- 3 and
Pea = 10- 3 .

deviation from the glassy plateau for the Peu = 10- 3 curve
agrees well with that of the Peu = 2 x 10- 4 simulation
curves, i.e., MeT-ITT differs at most by a factor of five
in shear rate. But for larger times , the simulation curves
are much steeper (compare the compressing exponents in
fig. 18 below) compared to the theory. We attribute this
effect of large compressing exponents to the stress overshoot scena rio a fter switch-on. vVhile the theory curves
qllali tatively captnre this compressing efrect (the exponents in fig. 18 are greater than uni ty) , it quantitatively
underestimates it. E.g., the memory function in eq. (40)
does become negative for certain parameters (leading to
slightly negative correlators at long t imes in figs. 2 and 1),
bu t the effect is much small er compar ee! to the simulation.
As is seen in fig. 14, the described underestimation leads
to a larger deviation of the curves at long times (compare
also fig. 17 below).
While the stress after switch-on for the glassy state
will be presented elsewhere [42], in order to underpin the
conclusions of this section , we marked two characteristic
times in fig. 14, namely the stress (overshoot) maximum as
well as the t ime where it has approached its (lower) final
value. First , we see that t he MeT-ITT curve indeed starts
deviating from the simulation curves at roughly the time,
where the stress is at its maximum , underestimating the
successive fast decay. Second , the sho ulders indeed start
emerging when the stress has reached its final value, and
the dynamics seems to slow down drastically.
8.2 ,a- regime

Following the discussion in sect. 4.3, it is interesting to
compare simulation and t heory in the ,6-regime, where the
correlators are near the glassy plateau. For simplicity, we
consider only a single wave vector, focussing on quantitative comparison rather than testing factorization prop-
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F ig. 15. The incoherent transient correlator near t he plateau
for 7) = 0.81, Pea = 2 x 10- 4 and hid = 6.5 (simulations,
datapoints). Lines show theory curves, with to = 10- 3 , Iqld =
6.6, and Pea = 2 x 10- 4 (right set) and Pea = 10- 3 (left set) .

erties. For this test·., it is sllffir,ient. to regm'd ~p~ (t) - f'1 '
where the plateau value f'1 was chosen appropriately in
simulation and t heory. Dividing by hg (compare fig. 4)
is only necessary when testing factorization properties or
comparing to the ,6 correlator, here it would only lead to
a stretching of the y-axis. Figure 15 shows the curves for
q = 6.6, restating that the time scale fo r the initial decay
from the plateau is quantitatively described by MeT-ITT
with a multiplicative error between 1 and 5. Additionally, we observe that the initial a nisotropy predicted by
MeT-ITT (ex: qxqy, compare fig. 4) is within the statistical noise of the simulations a nd a detailed comparison has
to be left for future work.

8.3 a- master-curves
As discussed in sect. 4.4, MeT-ITT predicts the approach
of a master curve for small shear rates in glassy states
(or more precisely in states with P ea « 1 and Pe » 1) ,
wh ich depend on tim e only via accumulated strain "yL. In
fig. 16, we demonstrate that the simulat ion curves indeed
approach a master function for the system at 7/ = 0. 81,
exemplarily for t he direction q:c = qy; a similar behavior
for the other directions can be observed in fig. 14.
When comparing the properties of t he master curves
in detail , we first have to note that in both theory a nd
simulation, only parts of the u:- process can be well fitted
by a compressed exponential, eq . (52). On the theoretical
sicle, the direction q:e = 0 is an exception , since it can be
well fitted by a compressed exponential throughout the
o'-process , compare fig. 2, and we will USe this direction
for the comparison. On the simulation side, the curves are
almost isotropic up to "yt = 0.1 and, e.g., the q:c = qy direction can be well described by a compressed exponential
except for the very last part becoming negative and then
oscillating back. These fits describe a ll d irections up to
t he point were the shoulders emerge.
In fig. 17, we show t he comparison of the relaxation time scale obtained from this fitting procedure. The
theoretical curve is identical to the one in fig. 6. For the
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Fig. 16 . Transient incoherent density conela tors for 'I) = 0.81
(glass) a nd Iqld = 6.5 (upper curves) and Iqld = 16.22 (lower
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Fig. 17. The relaxa tion time scale TJ"') of the mast er fun ction
(-II = 0.81) as fun ction of wave vector. See main t ext for a
d iscussion of the differell ces.

simula tions, the fit was done wit h our smallest shear rate
(Peo = 2 x 10- 4 ). We see tha t, while th e overall sha pe of
Lhe time scale as a fun ction of q is the same in theory a nd
simula tion , the theory overestimates the relaxation time
by a bou t a factor of 70 for the smallest q. For large q, the
agreement is much better as t here is roughly a factor of
5 din-erell ce. For q = 6. 6, Lhe dirrerence is roughly a ['a ctor 20, i. e., more tha n 4 Limes larger then the devia tion
for the ini tial decay from the pla teau (compare figs . 14
and 15). This additional factor can hence be attributed to
the underes timation of the compression in the final decay
by theory.
This line of argument carries over to fig. 18, where
we compare t he stretching exponent (in our case rather a
compressing exponent) for the master fun ctions. As discussed b efore, the fact tha t the exponent is la rger tha n
unity can be interpreted as a signa ture of nonsta tionarity,
as it seems to only appear for transient quantities [10 ,6].
While MeT-ITT correctly captures this nontrivial feature
on a qualitative basis, the exponent is much larger in the
simula tions. We addition ally see that the exponent in the
simula tions has a maximum as a function of q, which can
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Fig. 19. Tra nsient incoherent correla tors at '1) = 0.81 (glass )
for the directions as lab eled , for wave vectors Iqld = 2.99 ,
Iqlcl = 6.63, Iqlcl = 8.96 alld Iqlcl = 12.6 from ri ght to left .
A ll correla tors are at the lowest shear rat e accessible Peu =
2 x 10-'1, Lu i, shifted ill t ime Ly a faclur -'y = 10°, 10- 2 , 10- 4
and 10- 6 from left to ri ght for visibility.

again be understood as a consequence of the stress overshoot: For la rge q, the functions have relaxed to zero before
the overshoot sets in (compare the time scales in fig. 17) ,
hence they do not. !'eel Lhe eITe L of' overshoot a nd are less
comp ressed . As mentioned a bove, Lhis efFect seems not,
to be captured by our th eory, as the exponents increase
steadily with q. F\uther evidence is given in fig . 17 where
theory and simulation approach each other for la rge q ,
wbere the overshool effect plays no role. 'vVe also want La
emphasize tha t the direc tion q:" = 0 has for most cases the
leas t steep curves, for other directions, we observe exponents as large as nearly 2 in theory.
Finally, fig. 19 shows the master curve for 'T/ = 0.81
(obtained for Peo = 2 x 10- 4 ) for di fFerent wave vectors
(compare fig . 8) , allowing to study the wave vector dependence of the shoulders. For small q, the shoulders take
up a bout 40% of the (\ process, while for larger q, they
on ly emerge during the last 20% of t he fin al relaxation
(estimated from comparing the height of the point, where
the correlators start to split, to the plateau height). As in
theory (fig. 8) , we observe tha t the shoulders are a coop-
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Fig. 20. Comparison of stationary (das hed lines) and transient
(solid lines) MSDs for the gradient direction at 1'/ = 0.79. Peo
numbers are 2 x 10°, 6 X 10- 1 ,2 x 10- 1 , 6 X 10- 2 ,2 x 10- 2 , 6 X
10- 3 , 2 X 10- 3 , 6 X 10- 4 ,2 X 10- 4 from left to right. Th in dashed
lines show fits to the asym ptote 2D~"I lt.
eral ive effect , happelling for all wave vectors roughly a t.
the same tim e "yi ~ 0.07 (the t ime corresponding to the
slowing down of the system after stress relaxation) , a nd
we expect that tIl e efFecL varlishes for la.rge q (where the
correlatOl's are zero when this happens). Comparing with
fig. 8, we note that MCT-ITT slightly overestimates the
shoulders for small q.

8.4 Mean squared displacements

Let us finally discuss the mean squared displacements .
Given the definitions OXi; (tk ' tw) =Xij (tk +t'w)-"yikY'ij (tk+
t·w ) - X'ij (t·w) and OY'i; (tk, t·w ) = Y·ij (t k + tw) - Y'i; (tw) for
the displacement a t time-s tep tk for a particle i in x-, Ydirect ion for the j-th simulation run , we define the mean
squared displacements in a similar manner as in eqs. (63) ,
(69) a nd (78). Again tw = 0 a nd "y L·w = 1 for transient a nd
stationary cases, respectively,

1

!vI

N

():l/ (tk ,tw ) = MN L,L, 01/;.; (tk , t'w )r>:IIi;(lk, t w),

(86)

.i=l i = 1

1

!vI

N

OX2( tk ,tw ) = MN L,L, O'£ij (tk,t.w)J.r'i; (tk,t,v), (87)
.i = l i= l

!vI

N

O.l:y(tk,tw) = N:N L,L,0X'ij(tk,tw)OYij(tk,t.w)' (88)
j = l 'i = 1

The di ITC')'('nre hct'.ween t~ r n.ns i(' nL fl.nd sLa tion ary Cllrves
has been discussed in ref. [10] and demonstra ted in simulations for the liquid case. Here we show these curves
again for completeness in fig. 20. We see tha t stationary and transient correlators approach each other for long
times . This supports the a rgument given in sect. 7 that
our r esul t (66) indeed g ives Lhe long-time difl'usivily of
the steady state.
Fig ure 21 shows the same plot for the glassy case which
was not presented in ref. [1 0] . Here we can test another

2

Fig. 21. Stationary (das h cl lines) and transient (solid lines)
MSDs for the gradient direction at T} = 0.81 (glass). Peo numbers are 2 x 1O° , 6 x 10- \ 2 x 10- 1 ,6 X 10- 2 , 2 X 10 - 2 , 6 X 10- 3 ,
2 X 10- 3 , 6 X 10- 4 ,2 X 10- 4 from left to right. The dotted
curve is the t heoretical result for Peo = 10- 3 and c: = 10- 3 .
Thin dashed lines show fits to the asymptote 2D£"tl t.

predict ion from the theory; t. he difference between stationary and transient curves prevails up to a rbitrarily small
shear rates (as long as Pe » 1 holds). This is a nontrivial
statement in agreement with fig. 12. There is as yet a qualiLat.ive dirTt~l'p.n cp. b eLween LI1 p.ory and sirnnlflLions concerning the transient curves. The simulations show superdiffusive behavior connected to the stress overshoot [10,6]
which is underestimated in the theory (figs. 10 and 12) , as
discussed b efore. One possibility for oy2 in eq. (64) to show
sup erdifFusive behaviour is a negative memory fun ction at
long times [6]. But the memory function in eq. (64) numerically turns out to be positive. There is no mathematical
reason for this positivity inherent in the structure of our
eq uations, and ind eed it seems simple coincidence t hat
mg(t) is positive for a ll t : Changing its str ucture slightly
can lead to negat ive values for long times and yield sup erd iCI'usive mo Lion .
As was the case for the relaxation time scales in fig. 17,
this underestimation of our t heory gives rise to rather
largp. clev ia \,ions 0 [' L1lf' long-t.ime diC('nsivil.i es from l,he s imulation values. In fig. 21, we additiona lly show the theoretical tra nsient curve for Pea = 10- 3 demonstra ting a
scenario eq ui valent to fig . 14. While there is in principal
no free parameter in our t heory, we multiply both axis of
the theoretical data by a factor of 1.22. This factor sets the
pl ateau values equal, whi ch are naturally sli ghtly dirrerellt
in the binary mixture compared to our mono disperse theory. It. hfls no efred on l.h e t.im e scales or t.he C1lt'ves which
we wa nt to discuss here: We see t ha t the theory curve for
Pea = 10- 3 leaves the glassy pla teau at the same time
as t he simulation curve for P ea = 2 x 10- 4 , in agreement
to what we observed in fig. 14. Again, up to t his point,
theory and simulat ion ag ree up to a factor of less than 5 in
Pea. Going to larger times , the memory function m~(t) in
eq. (64) misses to become negat ive and the theory curves
are not steep enough . As seen in the plot , the long-time difrusivity llif-i'el's t ll ell by roughly i:I factor 55 (ll ell ce rouglily
10 times more then initi ally). Regarding again the result
1'0 1' Lhe lon g-Lime (lii1'llsiviLy in cq. (66) , one sees Lh aL a
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Fig. 22 . Stationary (dashed lines) and transient (solid lines)
MSDs for the flow direction at 1) = 0.79 (liquid). P eu numbers
are 2 x 10°,6 x 10- \2 x 10- 1, 6 x 10- 2 ,2 x 10- 2 ,6 x 10- 3 ,
2 X 10- 3 , 6 X 10- 4 ,2 X 10- 4 from left to right. The asymptotes 2/3D b"r )t 3 -y2, using the same D~")') as in fig. 20 for the
corresponding shear rates, are shown as th in dashed lines.
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Fig. 24. Stationary (das hed lines) a nd transient (solid lines)
cross correlators at 'I) = 0.79 (liquid) . Peu numbers are 2 x
IOu , 6 x 10- 1, 2 X 10- 1 ,6 X 10- 2 ,2 X 10- 2 , 6 X 10- 3 , 2 X 10- 3 , 6 X
10- 4 ,2 X 10- 4 from left to ri ght. The asymptotes D~'y)':'( t2, using
the same values of D t 'y ) as in fig. 20 for the respective shear
rates, a re shown as thin dashed lines .
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Fig. 23. Stationary (dashed lines) and transient (solid lines)
MSDs for the flow direction at 'II = 0. 81 (glass). Peu numbers
a re 2 x 10° 6 X 10- 1 2 X 10- 1 6 X 10- 2 2 X 10- 2 6 X 10- 3
2 X 10- 3 ,6' X 10- 4 , 2' X 10- 4 fl:om left t~ right. T11e asyrnp~
totes 2/3Dt")' )t3-y2, using t he same D'b")' ) as in fig. 21 for the
corresponding shear rates, a re shown as t hin dashed lines.

Fig. 25. Stationary (dashed li nes) and transient (solid lines)
cross correlators at 1'1 = 0,81 (glass). Peo numbers are 2 x
10° 6 x l0- 1 2xl0- l 6 x l0- 2 2 x lO - 2 6xl0- 3 2 x lO- 3 6 x
10- '4,2 x 10- :1 from left to right~ The asy;nptotes lJb"r )1'1,2, u~ ing
t he sarne values of Db"' ) as in fi g. 21 for the resp ective shear
rates, a re shown as thin dashed lines.

negative part in mg(t) co uld possibly render mg(z = 0)
IrIud.! :mmller giviug large r values {'or Che dirt'usivit ies.

Ins pecting the cross correlato r 6xy(t, tw), as shown in
figs . 24 and 25 for liq uid a nd glass , respectively, we can
confirm further predictions of the theory. Aga in for long
times transient and station ary functions coincide as exp ected from sect. 7. Furthermore the connection between
shear and gradient direc tions can be seen, as the long-time
asymptote (shown as blue lines) D.~-r) "y/,2 W:ies the same
D£i ) as in figs . 20 and 21 for the corresponding shear
rates . This confirms the th eoretical prediction expressed
in eq. (80).
As a further and more sensitive test of the scaling
property in eqs. (76) and (67) , the quantities 36x 2 (t, t w )/
(2"y3t 3 ) and 6y 2(t, tw)/(2t"y) are shown in fig . 26, for the
transient and s tationary c urves. For long times the 80defined mean squa red displacements for shear and gradient direction collapse on the constant (3y = D~-r) h for the
two largest shear rates as exp ected , while the two low-

There are three more things to test in our simulations regarding the flow direction presented in figs. 22
(liquid) a nd 23 (glass). First , we note tha t the sim ulations indeed s how the glass Taylor dis persion , the MSDs
grow proportional to t 3 for long times . Second , transient
and stationary curves a lso merge for the flow direction at
long times, i. e., the expression (74) holds for both Lra nsient and stationary curves as argued in sect. 7. Third,
our simula tions indeed confirm the nontrivi al statement
of eq. (75) for both liquid and glass: The t 3 term is connec(.cd [.0 thc diffllSivity for the v-direction as in the lowlensiLy ca se, eq . (1). III :1D sysLerns , IVhere diffusiviLies a re
slightly anisotropic for the two direct ions perpendicula r to
the flow [6], we predict that the t 3 - term is connected to
the gradient direction ra ther than the ne utral direction ,
as expressed by eq . (75),
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Fig. 26. The qu ant ities 30x 2(t , t", )/ (2-'y3 t3) a nd oy2 (t, t w ) /
(2-'y1) , t esting their approach of (3y in eqs. (76) a nd (67) for
t -+ 00. Symbols denote the st ationary, lines the transient
curves. Open symbols and solid lines show the shear direction,
filled symbols and d ashed lines the gradient direction. The Pea
numbers are 2 x 10- 1 (squa res) , 2 x 10- 2 (circles), 2 x 10- 3
(t ri angles) and 2 x 10- 4 (diamonds) . For the two la rgest shear
rat es, collapse of shear and gradient directions for long times
is visible. The inset shows the curves for the gradient direction
m agnified where convergence of j1y (-'y ) t o the va lue of the m aster curve for Pea -+ 0 (indicated by a hori zonta l dash-dotted
line) is observed.
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Fig. 27. Investigation of t he next-t o-leading t erm in the MSD
for the shear direction in simulations at 1) = 81 (glass) . Pea
numbers are 6 x 10- 1 ,2 x 10- 1 , 6 x 10- 2 , 2 x 10- 2 , 6 x 10- 3 ,
2 x 1O- :J , 6 x 10- 4 , 2 X 10- 4 from left to right. Shown are transient (solid lines) and st ationary (dashed lines) MSDs after
and subsequent division
subtraction of the leading t erm ex
by t.

e

o

o
est shear ra tes already show the right trend, presumably
reaching their asymptote outside the window accessible in
the simula tion . The inset of fig. 26 magnifies the gradient
direction for both transient and stationary curves, where
thc supcl'di fFusivc rcgim c of t he transicnL rnea,n squared
displacement expresses itself by a dip before reaching the
long-time asymptote. For decreasing shear rat e, the curves
approach the scaling constant (31/ ('Y --> 0) ~ 1.4, indicated
by the horizontal das h-dotted line. We emphasize again
tha t this number uniquely describes a ll possible MSDs (in
2D) for long times .
In theory, the MSD for the shear direction contains a
term of order O(t 2 ) (compare eq. (77)). Figure 27 shows
this MSD in simulations after subtraction of the t 3 -term
and division by t. A te~'m of order O(e ), which would
manifest itself in a linear increase of the curves at long
t imes, however , cannot be resolved.
In fig. 28 , we finally show (', he long- t.i me diffusion coeffi cients for the y-direction (as defined in eq. (67)) , as a
fu nction of shear ra te. For large shear rates, the dilI usivities 1'0 1' tIl e di f-Ferell t dell sit ies Cl re very cl ose Logetll er, a
behavior which is known also from the macroscopic shear
viscosities [29]. As shear rate gets small er, the diJIusivities
for the liquid densities finally approach a const ant value
given by the di fFusivity of the unsheared susp ension. These
decrease with density [28]. On the glassy side, we observe
!.he approach 0 [' Lhe scalin g regime, where Lh e difrllsiviLies
are linear in shear rate. Simu la tion and theory agree with
respect to all these findings. Quantita tively, there is a factor of roughly 55 between theory and simulation, see the
discussion of fig. 21.

11=0.77
11=0.78
11=0.79
11=0.80
11=0.81
10-4 ~~~~--~~~--~--~~------~
10-3
10-2
10-'

'lIDo d2
Fig. 28 . Long- tim e difFusion coeffi cient as a fun ct ion of Pea
for dilIerenL denRiLies. Solicllines show Lhe (,heo re Lical da ta 1'0 1'
3
3
E: = - 10- , 0, 10fr om top to bottom. Theoretical data has
b een shifted by a factor of 55 along the x-axis. A dashed ba r
shows t he slope of 1. Dashed horizont al lines show t he Pea -+ 0
asymptote from the qui escent system.

9 Summary
We disc ussed some of the characteristic features of taggedparticle dynamics for glasses under shear. The tra nsient
tagged-particle density correlator shows strong imprints
from the shear stress after switch on. Directly after the
stress overshoot , the correla tion functions decay quickly
and a re superexponential. Nevertheless , after the stress
has relaxed to its final value, t hey drastically slow down,
leading to the appeara nce of a direction-dependent final
shoulder. Despite the strong anisotropy of the applied flow
fi eld , the correlation functions show rat her sm a ll effects of
anisotropy. The mean squared displacement of the tagged
]1fl,r t,ide sh olVs a n effect, known at. low d ensity as Tay lo r

dispersion , which a t the glass transit ion a ppears in modified form to obey the scaling with shear ra te. The coupling
of the MSDs fo r shear and gradient direct ions is identical
to the low-density case.
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The extension of mode co upling theory to sheared systems (MeT-ITT) allows to study the properties of the
tagged particle cOlTelator and the MSD. It captures many
non t rivi al efFects (e.g. anisotropy of correlation functions,
superexponential behavior, emergence of shoulders, scaling behavior in the glass for both stationary and tra nsient functions , Taylor dispersion), and gives quantitalive
pr dictions without adjustable parameters , where the resulting time scales a re captured correctly within roughly
one order of magnitude. We attribute the deviations in
time scales to an underestimation of the stress-overshoot
scenario in theory, as both correlators and MSDs do not
speed up as strongly as the simulation curves after the
stress maximum is passed.

where the function

=
~n2 c~(t._t')Ck Sk <I>Lq(t,)(t -

F(k, q(t' ), t - t')

t')<Pk(t - t')

(B.2)

depends still explicitly on t' via the wave vector q(t').
However, this dependence will vanish in the low-q limit as
used for the calcula tion of the MSDs.

Appendix 8,1. Flow direction

In order to find the long-time solution of eq. (71) we write
We than k J. F. Brady, J . M. Brader and T. Voigtrnann for
d iscussions. M. K. was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft via the SFB-TR6 and grant KR 3844/1-1, and
FW acknow ledges partial support by t he German Excellence
Initiative.

Appendix A. a-scaling equation
To derive the equat ion for (I)~+ (l), we start with the convolution integral in eq. (40),

(A.l)

In eq. (42), we saw explicitly how the memory function
de\Jends 011 tile two differell t tiln es, mun ely by
(A.2)
Ie dCPCllds Oldy

01]

1J,ccunml1J,Lcd stra.in "y l.' rather than on

t'. It does so via the advected wave vector. That means

lim ox 2 (t)
t -HX)

= at 3 + be + ct + . . . .

The form (B.3) can be justified knowing t ha t the function
F in eq. (72) decays to zero as t - t' -> 00 . A term t 4 (or
higher powers in t, or fractional powers) does not exist
since the initial decay rate (73) does not contain such a
term. The long-time behavior is hence governed by the
initial decay rate, a fact which is interest ing because the
long- time behavior of the correlator <I>~ (t) is independent
of t:he initi al decay rat.e as "y -> 0 [29]. This is b ecause the
limits of t -> CXJ and q -> 0 do not commute.
vVe first determine the coeffi cient a. For this, the leading long-time (large t' and til) terms in the integral in
eq . (71) are ll eeded. They are illdependent of t he coefricient b. The equation for b, on the other hand , will contai n Ll"te coefficient a and can hence on ly be solved afterwards . The leading term of the first bracket in m~ (t , t') is
-"yl;!,;y(-t - t'), the leading term of the fraction is given by
- ky/bt'). With this, we get

that the dependence on t' is already n -scaling- like. Using
this, we can rewrite the integral in eq. (A .l ) as
_ ifI,.S

q

(t)

rt

+~
dt'ifl,s . (t dt 10
q (-y t')

_10r dt, 8q('Y
utt
t

l'

).

( _8_ _ s

t')(ps (t')

(B.3)

(B .4)
We note tha t m,~(t) a ppears. This equa tion can be trealed
with the fo llowing formula for Laplace transforms [43]:

q

( _ " ))( ' ("' )

uq ("yI;I) m 'q (;t' ) t

t

Pq t . (A.3)

.c {tf(t)} (z) =

8

- Dz.c {I(t)} (z).

(B.5)

With this, the n scaling eq uation , eq. (50) , fo llows.
Using it, we find that the integral in eq. (B.4) contain also
one term of order t 2 (because 8z m~( z ) is finite as z -> 0) ,
which does not contribute to a. We find

Appendix B. Long-time solution of the

MSDs
It is useful to rewrite the memory function m~ (t, t') into a
product of the pari, whi ch depends only on the difrerence
t - t' and the pa rt which depen ds explicitly on t and t' ,

m' (t t')
q,

k(t t') q(t) k q(t' )
=D
~
_q2(t).
.
F(k q(t') t - t' )
q2(t )
,
,
,
k

'

(B.l)

a=

2"y2

3 + 3mg(z

= 0)

,

(B.6)

We must also consider the next-order leading term as it
will be needed in order to calculate the x y cross correiatiol l. For t il e eljuatioll for the codf-iciell t b, all long- time
terms proportional to t 2 have to be collected (note that
some of the possible contr ibutions vanish in the sum over
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The promised dependence of b on a ap pears . Also, the
off-d iagolJi:d mem ory i'uncLioli enters

'm~1I(t) =

L ky(t)k," F(k, 0 , t).

(B.8)

k

We find for b
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3a [Uz'm.
b= .," Z

_
-
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l+m~( z= O)

2

(B.9)
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Appendix B.2. Cross correlation
In order to find the long-time solution of eq. (79), we have
to find the long-time behavior of

p'

1-

lim

.

q~O

"(e,,,+e u )

(t)

q2

== 6x y(t)/2.

(B.IO)

Its equation of motion is given by

a/IXY +

t

io

dt'

kx

L [k," + (1 -

"yt)ky(t - t') ]

k

+ (1 -

"yt')ky

(

"

~ . ('

x 1 + (1 _ "yt' )2 F k , 0 , t - t )()t,ehy t)

2 r qe,,+qe u (t)

=

s

q

2

(B.ll)

.

Again, we can only solve this equation for the long-time
contributions after making the fo llowing ansatz:
lim 6:n;(t) = a't 3

t ~oo

+ b't2 + cit + ....

(B.I2)

We note that the leading long-time term in eq. (B.ll) is
eq ual to the long-time term of 6.,£2, i. e.,

a' = a.

(B.I3)

Additionally to the terms in eq. (B.7), the equation for b'
contains one contribution from the initial decay rate. The
additional terms in eq. (B.ll) that come from the memory
function exact ly cancel each other in this order. We find
for b'
b' = b ~"y _ .
(B.14)
1 +my(z - 0)
It is important that a' = a, lead ing to the cancellation of
the t 3 -terms in eq. (79). Putting the result of eq. (B.I2)
into eq. (79) leads to eq. (80).
1 Although the memory fUllct ion including the correlators is
not isotropic und er shear, it is still symmetric with respect to
the origin , k = 0, since the system is symmetric with respect
to the origin.
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